
EDITOR’s NOTE

I am feeling honoured to be taking over as newsletter Editor from Ronel

Coetzee.  It has been a very long time since we have had a newsletter and the

reason is mainly due to my own personal experience of loss and grief during the

last 10 months.  I do apologise for the delay in compiling the first newsletter of

this year.

The aim currently is to have more frequent newsletters.   I would be thrilled if

CIMI’s can join in this process and would therefore like to encourage each

and everyone to contribute to the Newsletters.  Kindly send in photo’s of your

classes, explain more about what you do to make your groups a wonderful

experience for mothers and their babies, and share how being an infant massage

instructor changed your life.  You are most welcome to send your contributions to

jvdm@jbothma.co.za.  Most of the photos in this newsletter were send to me by

CIMI’s.  A special thank you goes towards Orlien Garofalo for sending me photo’s

of her classes on a regular basis.  The FB-page, as well as our website

(www.iaimsa.co.za) will get a facelift over the next few months.  (I am very excited

about that!)

Enjoy this issue!

Jo-Marie Bothma

MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of the International Association of Infant Massage is to promote

nurturing touch and communication through training, education and

research so that parents, caregivers and children are loved,  valued and

respected throughout the world community.
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LETTER FROM a South African CIMI...
S h e  p r e f e r s  t o  s t a y  a n o n y m o u s

My baby massage classes

have not often been done

the way I thought it should

happen.

I have always ended up in

different situations.  From

private classes where the clients

never paid, to being in a country

that I could not earn money

without a work-permit and

therefore used baby massage as a

fundraising event to buy horse

food for the local stables.  I am

blessed that my husband realized

very early on that I do not have the

personality to be a

businesswoman.  However, I get

so excited about positive change in

people’s lives that he supports me

more than I could ever imagine.

So during 2015, it happened

again.

My son who experienced

my introduction to baby

massage with me (while on

my maternity leave in 1998),

was writing matric in 2015.  I

realized that my taxi-services

will therefore not be required

in 2016 anymore.  I wanted to

start baby massage classes

again, but most new moms

from the surrounding areas

will not be able to pay the

course fee.

There is a baby clinic in

town and I decided that I

would give the lessons to

these moms for free, while

they wait to see the doctor at

the clinic.

I went there one Monday

morning to see what I would

be letting myself in for, and at

10am the waiting list already

“This Cimi is
doing amazing work

with 100’s of
mothers...”



had a 100 names!  You know that

sinking feeling you experience

when you had a good idea that you

believed in, and you then realize that

your passion might have blinded you to

the practicalities of the actual

situation?  In my instructor’s manual

Sylvie Hetu wrote: ‘

Surely she meant over my lifetime, not

all at once!

Despite the overwhelming numbers, I

decided that I would just have to

make it work.  Ronel was on speed dial

during that stage because I did not want to

stray from the agreement that all our

CIMI’s have to satisfy the IAIM mission.

So, in order to keep the IAIM class feeling

the same - every mom gets oil when she

enters the class.  I ordered 500 little 30ml

bottles and 15 litres of grapeseed oil, and I

decided to make A0 size posters using the

parent handout pictures.

Now, to tackle the class - it changed

from a practical demonstration

lesson to a demonstration in lecture

format and then subsequently breaking up

into small groups.  I insisted that

everybody who was interested wrote their

names on a list.  I then confirmed with

each person that they do the strokes

correctly before they received their

certificate.

I divided the class material into

manageable and practical components.

On Mondays I would present the first section,

namely legs, feet, arms and hands.  Then when I

see the same parents again the following month, I

would continue with the rest of the massage.

They actually would then have one month in

between sessions and I encouraged them not to

do too much at once.

The first Monday at the clinic was chaotic.

There was not enough light in the building,

the fans did not work, and the heatwave was

intense.  There were so many people coming and

going - with little or no space to move in between

them.  There was  television-noise on in the

background, and not all the patients were there

for the baby clinic.  The medical staff were

working hard to get the row flowing and there was

only a small spot at the door where most of the

people closest to the front of the queue were able

to see me.

I had to divide the passage into three sections

for all the moms to see my demonstration.

Some were in the waiting room rows, others in

the queue in the hall, and the rest were waiting in

the queue outside the building.  I explained my

role and the benefits of baby massage and asked

if they would be interested to learn - free of

charge!

I got almost no eye contact from the crowd.  I

thought -



Being a mom myself, I must admit that bribery sometimes (often!) comes in

oh so handy - so I lifted the bag with 120 bottles of oil and said that they

could each get a bottle of oil if they just wrote their names and details on my list.

Ok, now I must admit - I did realise that the 193 names I got on the list might

not all get a certificate, but the oil does have a shelf life and I did buy 15

litres... (told you, I am not a businesswoman!)

Long story short - when my husband asked me 3 hours later how it went, my

voice was gone.  But I did have fun!  Last week I saw 4 mothers that were

part of the first classes the month before.  They were glowing.  They were

confident.  They shared how well the babies are sleeping and how they could see

how much the babies love the massage.  One of these mothers jumped up, stood

in front of the clinic, took my doll and explained to the rest of the mothers in the

clinic that they must come when I do my next first session.   She explained about

massaging a baby, asking permission, the best times to massage and listening to

the cues.  They were hanging onto every word.  I could see their enthusiasm and I

am sure it will just get easier from now on.

I cannot wait to stand in front of them again.  I am going to learn so much!







When Erica came back from her CIMI training in London in 1998, she

rang me up and told me that she will be brining Sylvie Hetu out to

South Africa to train the first CIMI’s in South Africa.  I told her that I would

be the very first person to sign up - and I was!  So, when the training took

place in October 1998, we were a group of 27 people, and in that year, we

formed the South African Chapter.  I was so keen to finish my exam before

the end of the year, and believe it or not, I fetched my marked exam and

CIMI certificate from the post office on 30 December 1998.

My eldest son, Johannes, was 1.5 years old and Dawid was born in

2000.  I realized then already that I would love to become a Trainer

one day, but my priority was with my children.  I knew that becoming a

Trainer would involve some travelling and I did not feel it was the right time

to do this while my kids were still so young.

A few years later, in 2005, Margo became South Africa’s first Trainer.

Since 2010, she had been asking and encouraging me to also become

a Trainer.  But the requirements were strict: you had to have taught a 100

families, be a CIMI for at least 5 years, write articles, do television and radio

interviews, etc.  For the application, I also had to send in a  video of me

teaching a class a well as completing lengthy questionnaires.  Twenty-one

applications were received in 2012 by the CTC (Committee for Trainer

Candidates) and in the end, 7 candidates were selected to do the training

for the next 2-year cycle.  I was fortunate enough to be one of them.  The

other trainer candidates in my group are Justine (USA), Rachel (Israel), Jo

(New Zealand), Tiur (Indonesia), Christina (Equador), and Ana Lucia

(Guatamala).

The training process involves observing a training, auditing 2 different

trainings, co-teaching, doing 2 supervised independent trainings and

one unsupervised independent training.  It also involved a 5-day intensive

training in London and a 3-day intensive training in Costa Rica.  Throughout

the training process, strong bonds were formed between the Trainer

Candidates and also between the Candidates and the CTC.

Becoming an IAIM
International Trainer

It is truly amazing

that Ronel was

selected to be one of

the 7 candidates for

the training.

(Keep in mind that

it was a worldwide

selection!)

We are so proud of

you, Ronel!



Friendships that will probably last forever have been formed, and thanks to technology such

as Skype and WhatsApp, we are able to keep in touch and share our teaching

experiences.

I feel privileged to be the second Trainer in South Africa and now also be part of the

international Circle of Trainers worldwide.  And I feel so blessed that I am able to make a

difference in the lives of so many people in South Africa, and hopefully also in the world...

Margo and I do trainings on a regular basis, most of which takes place in Johannesburg,

some in Pretoria and once or twice a year in Cape Town.  The trainings all over the world

are listed on the International website: www.iaim.net.

The remaining dates for training in South

Africa in 2016:

14 - 17 November 2016 (Johannesburg)

1 - 4 December 2016 (Pretoria)

Dates for 2017:

20 - 23 February 2017 (Cape Town)







The South African AGM was held on 5 March 2016 and 21 delegates attended this

very informative and lovely session.  DVD's were made available to those that would

have  wanted to attend, but could not manage to do so.  This was a first and we are

so grateful for Ronel Coetzee in organizing and facilitating this process.  Several

interesting topics were presented:

Joanne (CIMI, BabyGym Instructor and IAIM-SA boardmember) gave an overview

of the South African BabyGym programme and stated that Infant Massage and

BabyGym are in no way competition for each other.  In actual fact, these two

programmes can compliment one another perfectly, with mommies usually first

attending a 5-week Infant Massage course and then naturally progressing to the

5-week BabyGym course.  Touch remains the basis from where babies develop and

infant massage is one of the very first topics discussed with mommies during

BabyGym courses.  Joanne explained the content of the 5 sessions in BabyGym

and the scientific base for the activities presented during each session.

Feedback from the
South African AGM - 5 March 2016



Feedback from the
South African AGM - 5 March 2016

BabyReflex is an organisation based in the UK and founded by a chartered

physiotherapist and reflexologist, Jenny Lee.  We had the privilege to have her and

her husband (Brian - chairman of BabyReflex) to come and introduce their passion.

There is currently only a handful of BabyReflex instructors in South Africa, but

there seems to be a lot of interest among South African mommies to know more.

BabyReflex is a 3-week programme and mothers are taught to make use of specific

touch areas on their babies’ feet to stimulate and support various functions within

a baby’s body.



Feedback from the
South African AGM - 5 March 2016

Margo spoke to all the CIMI’s about marketing and

emphasis was placed on CIMI’s being visible on the

various social media platforms currently available.  It is a fact

that magazine and newspaper advertisements do not create

the necessary referrals anymore and that more and more

mommies hear from IAIM via the internet.  LIKE and SHARE

the regular updates from our FB-page (@infantmassageSA)

and in doing so increase general awareness to what a class

can offer.

Karin van der Walt (speech-and language therapist with a

neuro-developmental background) and Tracey Venter (an

occupational therapist with a sensory-integration background)

holistically addressed issues when it comes to feeding

difficulties in infants and toddlers that are fussy-eaters. They

shared very interesting bits of information from both their

respective fields of expertise.

Overall the AGM was well received and everyone went

home with new information, a reminder of why they did

become CIMI’s in the first place and a new drive to market

themselves better and reach more families.



Name: _________________________________
Date:___________________________________

Postal Address:
____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________

Item Qty Price T ota l

Cotton T -shirt 70-00

Badge 100-00

Manual 5-00

Routine Cards 3-00

A6 Pamphlets 0-60

Z -fold Pamphlets 3-50

Posters 7-00

Gift Voucher 1 -50

Letterhead 1 -50

Vest for  dol l  35-00

A Handbook for loving Parents                                                       200-00

Facilitating IAIM Parents and Baby Classes                                   270-00

DVD                                                                                  50-00

Ami T omake CD    50-00

SUBT OT AL

Postage *

T OT AL

* R 25-00 + 10% of your total order amount. Eg. If you buy to the value of R 150,
postage will be R 25 + R15 = R 40, with a maximum of R 85-00.

Order Form



Price List
T-SHIRTS

White Cotton : R 70-00

BADGES

Infant Massage Instructor : R 100-00

CLASS MATERIAL

Manual with IAIM  cover : R 5-00 Class Materials are
Routine Cards : R 3-00 the ONLY items available
  to students!
Vest for Doll : R 35-00

PAMPHLETS, POSTERS, ETC

Posters (full colour A4) : R 7-00
Z-Fold Pamphlets : R 3-50
A6 Flyers - English : R 0-60
Gift Voucher (210 x 99mm) : R 1-50
Letterhead : R 1-50

DVD & CD & BOOKS

DVD : R 50-00
Ami Tomake CD : R 50-00

A Handbook for Loving Parents : R 200-00
Facilitating IAIM Parents and Babies Classes : R 270-00


